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                 In this assignment, put yourself in the place of an applicant for an information technology (IT) position with Newton Ad Agency. Here is your chance to shine in an interview and showcase your emerging                In this assignment, put yourself in the place of an applicant for an information technology (IT) position with Newton Ad Agency. Here is your chance to shine in an interview and showcase your emerging

                  IT 340 Module Two Interview Assignment Guidelines and Rubric  What an exciting opportunity. T he Newton Ad Agency is th inking big and planning ahead. Newton has launched Vision 2020, an initiative for strategic U.S. and  international expansion . As part of this initiative, Newton is hiring recent graduates, including those with a sound knowledge of information technology (IT) . You  have submitted your résumé and applied for the position of Junior Network Administrator with this firm.   A few days later, y ou r eceived some welcome news: Y ou have been selected for an interview. The interview will be conducted by a four -member panel that  includes two network a dministrators (Jim and Jenna), the IT manager (John), and a b usi ness a nalyst (Marie). The panel has requ ested your response to the following questions:  What are some foundational concepts and components of a computer network?   What are the components of an internet protocol version four ( IPv4 ) IP address?   When should a n etwork administrator assign static IP addresses to network devices? As you can see, this panel is asking you to demonstrate an ability to explain some fundamentals of networking and network man agement that you have engaged  in throughout this course . While the first question is rather broad , the others ar e more specific. Two of the questions ask you to put yourself in the place of a  network administrator and explain how specific situations or business cases may lead to choices about networking.   While the content you have engaged in TestOut can serve as background knowledge for this assignment, you need to extend it and prepare for the interview  with additional r esearch from scholarly sources and cite at least one scholarly source beyond TestOut. For instance, while TestOut is great pl ace to discover basic  information to answer the first question on the foundations of networking, you may add nuance and further detail from additio nal research as experts and  scholars debate key concepts. Information from nonacademic sources, such as Wikipedia , a re not appropriate for this assignment.   For the purpose of this assignment, you will provide your answers in writing. Keep in mind that you need to demonstrate knowledge and explain your reasoning  in a clear manner that the p anelists can easily recognize. Therefore, this needs to be your best writing. It should be clear, concise, w ell -reasoned, and well - supported with ap propriate APA citations .   Study the rubric below as it will show you the critic al elements that the panelists (and your instructor) will expect to see in your work. Rubric   Guidelines for Submission: Your interview assignment must be submitted as a Word document . It must be about 2 pages in length. Use double spacing, 12 -point  Times New Roman font, one -inch margins, and at least one scholarly source cited in APA format. You will need to cite TestOut as a source as well. Here is a tip on how to do it. In APA style, web resources such as TestOut and other electronic source s falls  under the category of “non periodical web document.” Be sure to include the title of the TestOut page that you are citing. Critical Elements  Attempted W ith Minimal or No  Functional Issue s (100%)  Attempted W ith Significant Functional Issues (75%)  Was Not Evident In Submission (0%)  Value  Foundational Concepts of  Networking  Accurately describes significant  found ational concepts of networking  with minimal or no issues in communicating description  Describes foundational concepts but  lacks some significant concepts or  details, or has inaccuracies in  communicating description  Does not describe foundational  concepts in networking  20  Foundational Components  of Networks  Accurately lists and describes found ational components of networks  with minimal or no issues in listing or descr ibing components  Describes foundational components but lacks so me significant components or  has inaccuracies in describing components  Does not describe key foundational  components of networks  20  Components of an IPv4 IP  Address  Accurately Identifies all components of  IPv4 IP addresses  Accurately identifies some, but not all, components of IPv4 IP addresses  Does not identify components of IPv4 IP  addresses  25  Assigning Static IP  Addresses  Correctly identifies and clearly explains when to assign stati c IP addresses  Identifies when to assign IP addresses, but the identification is partial or the explanation is incorrect, unclear, or incomplete  Does not identify or explain when to assign static IP addresses  25  Articulation of Response  Submission has no major errors related  to grammar, citations, spelling, syntax, or organization  Submission has major errors related to grammar, citations, spelling, syntax, or organization that negatively impact readability and articulation of main ideas  Submission has crit ical errors related to  grammar, citations, spelling, syntax, or  organization that prevent understanding of ideas  10  Total  100% Did you know you can access basic information on APA style, and other style systems, at the Online Writing Lab at Purdue University ?  
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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